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I. Fill in the blanks 

 
a) Ants live and work together in ---------------------. 
ant colonies 

communities 

houses 

 
b) We should treat every job with --------- --. 
 pity 

 respect 

 disrespect 

 
c) Which of the following is not a feature of temporary shelter 
 People live for short period of time 

 It is expensive 

 It is usually found in refugee camp 

 
d) Yurts are found in . 
 Congo 

 Central Asia 

 Kashmir 

 
e)    and are movable houses. 

 Stilt house, Igloo 

 Yurt ,tent 

 Stilt house, concrete house 



f)    are common in big cities. 

 
 Multi-storeyed buildings 

 Tents 

 villas 

 
g) Sun temple is located in    

 
 

 

 

 Odisha 

 Rajasthan 

 Maharashtra 

 
h)  The roof of Taj Mahal is shaped, which is commonly found in 

Mosque. 

 

 slanting 

 slope 

 dome 



i) Why were buildings, forts and palaces important for kings? 
 They wanted to be remembered forever through these buildings 

 They wanted to express their love towards people. 

 Many people from around the world come to see them. 
 

State True or False  

 
j) When we live in a community we feel scared. 

k) Houses are same in all regions. 

l) Tents are mainly present in the grasslands of Central Asia. 

m) The charbagh style of garden in Taj Mahal is similar to Persian style. 

n) Built heritages are damaged mainly by nature and humans. 

Name the following  

 
1)    is a boat that can be used like a house. 

 
2) Historical monuments and buildings which have been preserved for many years are 

called . 

3) A group of people living in one place such as a neighbourhood is called as 

  . 

4)    are movable house made of felt and bamboo or wood. 

 

Identify the pictures below and write 3 sentences each. 

 

A  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

B 

 

Answer the following in 2-3 sentences  

1. A house fit for the cold climate is not suitable for a desert .Why? 
 

2. List 3 reasons why historical buildings are important for us. 
 

3. How are we dependent on one another in a community? 
 

Answer the following in 4-5 sentences  

4. Why do some people live on the streets and footpath? What can we do to help them 

5.Many people may not work as garbage collectors or sweepers yet, some people do this 

jobs. Why do you think some people take up these jobs? 
 

6. Some people want to break down a building in your area which is few hundred years old, 

to build a hotel. List 2 reason why this is a good idea and 2 reason why it is a bad idea. 
 

 


